Documenting effect in clinical holistic medicine using the case record: Development of a rating scale for therapeutic progress, version 1.0 based upon the holistic process theory of healing
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Abstract

We have developed the “Rating scale for therapeutic progress in clinical holistic medicine, Version 1.0” that can be used whenever there is a need to use the case record to evaluate if holistic therapy is efficient and to document healing in the patient. 17 questions on the patients progress in feeling, understanding and letting go of negative beliefs gives a score that indicates if healing is happening or not. The rating scale can be used for supervision, and to evaluate therapy when not completed because treatment is interrupted before completion, i.e. if the patient drops out. It can also be used to document effect of therapy, when others question the efficacy of holistic therapy for a specific patient. We recommend that a short questionnaire like QOL1, QOL5 or QOL10 is always used for quality assurance, as the qualitative assessment is much more complicated and time-demanding than the quantitative measuring of the quality of life and self-assessed physical and mental health before and after the treatment.
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Introduction

The effect of holistic therapy can be measured quantitatively or assessed qualitatively (1-3). One can look at the outcome of therapy or at the process of healing in itself (4,5). While outcome is often hard to evaluate directly due to the chaotic nature of life, where happiness and good periods interchange with challenges and suffering, it is often much easier to see, if there is a positive development and if the patient is healing. According to many researchers, the good life is not a boring, stable state, but is happening
on the edge of chaos, with intensive feelings and emotions, and sufficient challenges for personal development (6-16).

The case record or chart (17) is often used for qualitative evaluation of a patient’s progress, but the many different dimensions of life and existence can make this a hard task to document. We have therefore developed this simple rating scale for documenting effect of holistic therapy using the case record. Some of the aspects, like the sexual life of the patient, might be missing from the case record, making the assessment incomplete. In spite of this, we believe that sufficiently many factors are addressed in most case records to make such an assessment possible. If the case record lacks data for more than 1/3 of the questions, the score is not valid.

**Constructing the rating scale**

According to the holistic process theory of healing (4), there are three steps in holistic, existential healing:

1. Feel
2. Understand
3. Let go

When it is needed to evaluate whether clinical holistic therapy actually helps a patients it is necessary to see if the therapy

1. supports the patient in feeling
2. supports the patient in reflecting and understanding his or her past
3. supports the patient to let go of negative beliefs and develop an independent, responsible and positive philosophy of life.

The signs of intensified feelings are:

1. Emotional expression
2. Patient report of more emotions, positive and/or negative
3. More emotionally motivated behavior
4. Less mental control
5. Enhanced sexuality – sexual interest, sexual activity (i.e. masturbation) (6) More interest in other people, or more feelings towards them, i.e. fear or anger

The signs of increased reflection and understanding are:

1. Expressed reflections and thoughts about all aspects of self, life and the surrounding world
2. Patient report on more reflections and understanding
3. Patient recalling personal history, especially emotionally charged life-events (traumas)
4. Patient constructing explanations and pseudo-memories (“implanted memories”) that leads to insight and understanding after more reflection (18)
5. Spontaneous regression, sometimes into psychotic events of childhood
6. Spiritual and transpersonal (i.e. divine) experiences
7. Old diseases (i.e. acne, eczema), neurotic patterns (i.e. social phobia) and gestalts (projections of parents on other people) re-manifest itself (compare with Heering’s law (19-25))

The signs of letting go and development of a positive philosophy of life are:

1. Expressions of letting go and positive philosophy of life
2. Patient reports on letting go and noticing a more positive attitude towards self, life and/or other people
3. Patients engaging in activities that indicate a more positive, confident and trusting attitude.
4. The patient is becoming orgasmic potent (able to let go sexually) (26).

**The rating scale**

From the list of questions above it is a simple task to construct the rating scale with the questions needed to evaluate if the patient has been healing in the therapy:
**Rating scale for therapeutic progress in clinical holistic medicine, Version 1.0**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1: Yes</th>
<th>2: In doubt</th>
<th>3: No</th>
<th>4: No data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**A. Intensified feelings**

Q1: Does the patient express feelings and emotions?  
1 2 3 4

Q2: Does the patient report emotions, positive and/or negative?  
1 2 3 4

Q3: Is there emotionally motivated behavior?  
1 2 3 4

Q4: Are there less mental control in patient’s life, and more spontaneity?  
1 2 3 4

Q5: Is there enhanced sexuality – sexual interest or sexual activity (i.e. masturbation)?  
1 2 3 4

Q6: Is there more interest in other people, or more feelings towards them, i.e. fear or anger  
1 2 3 4

**B. Increased reflection and understanding**

Q7: Does the patient express reflections and thought about self, life and the surrounding world?  
1 2 3 4

Q8: Does the patient report on reflections and understanding?  
1 2 3 4

Q9: Is the patient recalling personal history, especially emotionally charged life-events (traumas)?  
1 2 3 4

Q10: Is the patient constructing explanations and pseudo-memories (“implanted memories”)?  
1 2 3 4

Q11: Is there spontaneous regression, to i.e. psychotic childhood-events?  
1 2 3 4

Q12: Does the patient have spiritual and transpersonal (i.e. divine) experiences?  
1 2 3 4

Q13: Is there re-appearance of diseases from childhood or adolescence, (i.e. acne, eczema), or old neurotic patterns (i.e. social phobia), or projections of parents on other people?  
1 2 3 4

**C: Letting go of negative attitudes and development of a positive philosophy of life**

Q14: Does the patient express letting go or a positive philosophy of life?  
1 2 3 4

Q15: Does the patient report of letting go or about developing a positive attitude towards self, life and/or other people?  
1 2 3 4

Q16: Does the patient engaging in activities that indicate a positive, confident and trusting attitude?  
1 2 3 4

Q17: Has the patient become less dysfunctional and happier sexually?  
1 2 3 4

**Scoring**

“Yes” is scored as 1, “In doubt” as 0.5, and “No” as 0. No data is scored as “No”, that is as 0. If there is no data for more than five questions the score is not valid, and can only be taken as an indication. Interpretation of total score:

- 0-3: The patient is not healing
- 4-7: The patient is likely to heal
- 8-17: The patient is definitely healing

**Using the rating scale**

We have evaluated the therapy of “Anna” (27-29) with the rating scale and found the following:
A. Intensified feelings

Q1: Does the patient express feelings and emotions? 1
Q2: Does the patient report of emotions, positive and/or negative? 1
Q3: Is there emotionally motivated behavior? 1
Q4: Are there less mental control in patient’s life, and more spontaneity? 1
Q5: Is there enhanced sexuality – sexual interest or sexual activity (i.e. masturbation)? 1
Q6: Is there more interest in other people, or more feelings towards them, i.e. fear or anger 1

B. Increased reflection and understanding

Q7: Does the patient express reflections and thought about self, life and the surrounding world? 1
Q8: Does the patient report on reflections and understanding? 1
Q9: Is the patient recalling personal history, especially emotionally charged life-events (traumas)?
Q10: Is the patient constructing explanations and pseudo-memories (“implanted memories”)? 3
Q11: Is there spontaneous regression, to i.e. psychotic childhood-events? 1
Q12: Does the patient have spiritual and transpersonal (i.e. divine) experiences? 3
Q13: Is there re-appearance of diseases from childhood or adolescence, (i.e. acne, eczema), or old neurotic patterns (i.e. social phobia), or projections of parents on other people? 1

C: Letting go of negative attitudes and development of a positive philosophy of life

Q14: Does the patient express letting go or a positive philosophy of life? 1
Q15: Does the patient report of letting go or about developing a positive attitude towards self, life and/or other people? 1
Q16: Does the patients engaging in activities that indicate a positive, confident and trusting attitude? 1
Q17: Has the patient become less dysfunctional and happier sexually? 4

The score is thus 14; only one “No” from missing data allows us to conclude that the patient is healing. This is a simple example of how to extract the knowledge about the healing from a highly complex case record, demonstrating the usefulness of the tool.

Discussion

The therapist and the patient most often know if there is progress in the therapy. For the therapist the state of healing is associated with a special feeling of the earth moving, and for the patient healing is often a strong and not-always-pleasant experience. We could say that it is known by intuition. Unfortunately it is easy to be caught in illusions as therapist, so it is important that we have tools for evaluating the effect of therapy, also when the therapy is made by another therapist, whom we supervise, when the patient drops out half the way though the treatment, or when the therapy is questioned by authorities or other professionals. We believe that the presented questionnaire is valuable in these situations.

The rating scale is valid as it is firmly based on theory, which is the most solid way to validate a questionnaire (30). In principle it could be validated
by comparing results from the qualitative evaluation with results from quantitative measuring, but this has yet to be done. We believe that this is not necessary for taking the scale into use. We have used it for supervision, and found that it is practical and valuable. When it comes to tools for qualitative research and evaluation the qualities validation is always more important than a quantitative. We therefore find the questionnaire sufficiently validated.

We have developed the “rating scale for therapeutic progress in clinical holistic medicine, Version 1.0” that can be used whenever there is a need to use the case record to evaluate and also document if holistic therapy is efficient and the patient healing. 17 questions on the patient’s progress in feeling, understanding and letting go of negative beliefs gives a score that indicates, if healing is happening or not.

The rating scale can be used for supervision, to evaluate therapy when not completed, because treatment is interrupted before completion, i.e. if the patient drops out. It can also be used to document effect of therapy, when the authorities or other professionals have questioned the efficacy of holistic therapy for a specific patient. We recommend that a short questionnaire like QOL1, QOL5 (2) or QOL10 (3) is always used as quality assurance, as the qualitative assessment is much more complicated and time-demanding than the quantitative measuring of the quality of life and self-assessed physical and mental health before and after the treatment.
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